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The Court of Justice’s Advocate General Gerhard Reischl emerges as the crucial player
in closing the rift opened up by Solange between Bonn and Brussels (the legal ramifications
of the judgment had become political in nature, as Ortoli’s letter showed). On his initiative, on 5 April 1977, a joint political declaration to protect fundamental rights was signed
by Parliament, Council and Commission in Luxembourg, to smooth ruffled West German
feathers. And later, albeit only in 1986, after more case law from Luxembourg, the Federal
Constitutional Court relented (p. 198). Davies does not ask the question whether, in the
absence of Karlsruhe’s intervention, improvements would have happened anyway, though
he also mentions pressure imposed on Luxembourg by rulings of the Italian courts.
To describe the Luxembourg−Karlsruhe relationship as a ‘tussle’ for supremacy is
probably wrong. It is certainly not a very legal way of putting it. Davies’s concern is,
however, precisely to take the legal jargon out of judicial relationships and place the
argument about ultimate control over European legislation in a broader societal and political context: historians of European integration should draw out the threads which connect
legal developments to political governance. His study of the reception of European constitutional law in West Germany can be a model. He is right that national reception studies
should take national ‘idiosyncrasies’ into account (pp. 178−9). In the West German case,
such idiosyncrasies are cited in order to refine the claims of some ‘integration through law’
theories, to which Davies frequently refers.
This book furnishes important historical evidence to back the theory that the development of fundamental rights protection in the European Union has been strongly influenced
by national constitutional debates (compare, for a legal view, Stephen Weatherill, Cases
and materials on EU Law, OUP, 8th edn, 2007, p. 71). In fact, European law never has been
one-way traffic, nor should it be. As the current President of the Court of Justice stated in a
seminar held on 13 May 2013 to mark 50 years since its Van Gend en Loos direct effects ruling,
Luxembourg remains ‘à l’écoute’. It does listen to Karlsruhe.
Peter J. Cullen, Luxembourg
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Cyber war will not take place. By Thomas Rid. London: Hurst. 2013. 218pp. Index.
Pb.: £14.99. isbn 978 1 84904 280 2. Available as e-book.
In this book, Thomas Rid, a Reader in War Studies at King’s College London, puts forth
the titled thesis that Cyber war will not take place. While this sentiment on cyber war is
structured in the future tense, Rid extends the premise to the past and present. This book
emerges in the midst of an ongoing, and often contentious, international dialogue around
cyber threats and their corresponding security challenges. Rid enters the fray of the debate,
bridging the chasm between the current rhetoric and the operational realities of the cyber
threat. He does so by presenting a scholarly analysis of the meaning of cyber war, the operational realities of cyber attacks and future considerations in this space.
Rid anchors his argument that cyber war has not, is not currently and will not take place
upon Clausewitz’s definition of war and the presupposition that violence is a prerequisite
thereof. Given that ‘not a single human being has ever been killed or hurt as a result of a codetriggered cyber attack’ (p. 13), the use of ‘cyber war’ serves more as a loose metaphor for a
range of motives than an apt description of reality. Rid acknowledges that cyber weapons do
exist and that real lives will not be cut short because of future cyber attacks. However, when
such attacks do occur, they will be indirect as they are dependent upon the kinetic impact or
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mechanical failure of a device that is reliant upon or interacting with the weaponized code.
As such, cyber violence will always be ‘less physical, less emotional, less symbolic, and, as a
result, less instrumental than more conventional use of political violence’ (p. 166).
Rid categorizes cyber attacks in three distinct modes of operation and dedicates a chapter
to each: sabotage, espionage and subversion. The chapters on sabotage and espionage
artfully articulate the contemporary and familiar threats in their respective domains. He
offers a thorough analysis of the destructive powers of the Shamoon virus and sophistication
of Stuxnet that are emblematic of the tactical efficacy of cyber weapons for disruptive or
destructive means. When examining espionage, Operation Titan Rain and Shady RAT
are used to illustrate the depth and breadth of penetration that can be achieved through
cyber means. While academically interesting, the chapter dedicated to subversion struggled
for relevance as a cyber threat when juxtaposed against the other categories: sabotage and
espionage.
One of the more intriguing and thought-provoking contributions by Rid is his statement that ‘the rise of cyber offence represents an attack on violence itself ’ (p. 166). The
advent of the information age has provided greater opportunity for digital than kinetic
engagement to achieve the same, or at least similar, tactical and operational advantage.
When a cyber attack is weighed against a traditional military response, the former will often
be ethically preferable as it is likely to limit, or altogether exclude, collateral damage and
loss of life. While this may be true with present capabilities, it will be interesting to see if
this remains so and meets the test of time as technology advances.
Rid’s concluding thoughts challenge what he views as the unconstrained use of cyber
war as a metaphor. He argues that such use has devalued the dialogue and militarized
the debate around cyberspace. In so doing, this tone of discourse ‘overhypes offence and
blunts the discourse on defence’ (p. 174). While there may be a kernel of truth in this line
of reasoning, there are other confounding factors as to why offence is overemphasized.
Many states have comprehensive national strategies that address both defensive and offensive capabilities in cyberspace. Defensive capabilities are bolstered through the establishment of security standards, oversight and investment in research while offensive capabilities
are inculcated into military operations and structure. As such, the former is fragmented
through a myriad of organizations, industry and academia while the latter is centralized
into a unified military command.
This book provides a thorough and timely analysis of cyber conflict and makes a reasonable case to temper the dialogue around cyber war. While some of the finer points may be
debatable, the supporting arguments are worthy of the time and consideration of policymakers and information security professionals alike.
Patrick J. Kelly, George Washington University, USA
The Routledge handbook of peacebuilding. Edited by Roger Mac Ginty. Abingdon:
Routledge. 2013. 390pp. Index. £140.00. isbn 978 0 41569 019 5. Available as e-book.
This handbook is an impressive compendium of essays on the debates and ethical and
practical challenges that peacebuilding faces. It includes sections on interpreting the
state of the field, disciplinary and methodological approaches (e.g. history, International
Relations, quantitative methods), crosscutting themes (e.g. memory, religion), violence
and security, local experiences of missions, and the infrastructure of peacebuilding.
Although not a ‘how to’ manual, the book looks closely at good and bad practice and
improving operational outcomes. The main argument linking most chapters is that
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